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PRODUCT INFORMATION
POLY GLOW CONGENTRA TED HARD WOODFLOOR
MAINTAINER/CLEANER
PG-I, PG-QT, PG-PT
TYPE: 100% Biodegradable Water based Cleaner

DESCRIPTION: A unique, neutral p1-I cleaner for
daily maintenance of hardwood floors, cabinets, tile
and other hard surfaces by wet mopping or by
automatic scrubber. Pleasant apple scent. Cleans
and brightens the floor without dulling the finish.
Contains brighteners and surfactants to swiftly
remove the widest variety of soils. Has a chelating
agent to remove hard water deposits and residues
from salt and ice melters. Very low foaming cleaner
when used with professional scrubbing machines.

PREPARATION: Vacuum or sweep floor to be
cleaned. Mix POLY GLOW concentrate withwater
in one gallon bucket. For hard wood floors and most
other hard surfaces, mix 2-3 ounces (4-8
tablespoons) of concentrate per one gallon of water.
If cleaning ceramic tile, mix 1-2 ounces (2-4
tablespoons) of concentrate per one gallon of water.
DIRECTIONS: Wipe or lightly scrub area until
clean. Change mop water frequently, no rinsing is
necessary. For stubborn areas, mix V2 ounce (1
tablespoon) of POLY GLOW concentrate with I
quart of water and place into spray bottle. Spray the
stubborn area and let stand 1-3 minutes. Wipe or
lightly scrub area until clean. You can also use the
spray bottle mixture to clean cabinets and wood
furniture. If desired, after surface is dry, it may be
buffed with a clean dry cloth or mop cover.
Note: Never soak or submerge wood floors with
water.
When using POL Y GLOW MOP KIT, rinse the terry
cloth or micro fiber cover with water before
beginning the cleaning process. Prior to using a new
mop cover, it should be machine washed and dried as
it is designed to shrink for proper fit.

CLEAN UP: If using the POLY GLOW MOP KIT,
soiled mop cover can be machine washed and dried.
For discolored covers, use non-chlorine bleach.

MAINTENANCE: You can use the POLY GLOW
mop cover for daily dusting of your hardwood, tile or
vinyl floors. The swivel-head design of the POLY
GLOW MOP makes it easy to maneuver around
furniture, doors and cabinets. Wipe up liquid or food
spills quickly with a damp or dry cloth. Keep the
POLY GLOW spray bottle handy for quick and easy
clean ups.
Available in: Gallons, Quarts, Pints and Ready to
Use 23 ounce spray bottle.

FEATURES:

•• 100% Biodegradable Cleaner
Superior Quality
•• Fresh Apple Scent
•
. Environmentally Friendly
•• Made in the U.S.A.

LIMITED WARRANTY if used as directed, including proper application and surface preparation in accordance with label directions, this
l)rO(IuCt is warranted to be free from defect when used for its intended application for a period of one year from the date of purchase. This limited
warranty does not apply if the product is mixed with any other ingredient. Buyer assumes all risks of handling. Buyer assumes all risks of
handling. Buyer's sole and exclusive remedy with respect to any defective product is replacement of product or refund of the purchase price, at
Manufacturer's sole option and only after receipt of proof of purchase. THIS LIMITED WARRANTY IS EXCLUSIVE AND IN LIEU OF ALL
OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATURTORY, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND [DESIGN. IN NO EVENT SHALL MANUFACTUREER BE LIABLE FOR ANY
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LABOR COST. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty
lasts or the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you. This
warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

